Multi‐Point Locking Design
Red inner slide bar interlocks with specially designed locking lug hinge at
each drawer opening when in the locked position. This multiple point locking
principle eliminates torque on the bar usually found in devices that lock at
the top and bottom positions only.

Spring‐Open Action
A slight upward motion of the red inner slide bar releases all lock points,
permitting the built‐in spring‐loaded hinge to swing the bar clear of drawer
openings. Engineered to give sufficient clearance for unrestricted access to
adjacent files when locked or unlocked.

No Storage – Accident – Damage Problem
Since the locking bar becomes an integral part of the file and swings clear of
drawer openings, it solves the problem of storing heavy, dangerous bars in
the office.

Simple Installation
The locking bar can be installed without opening the file or disturbing its
contents – in a matter of minutes. It can be installed with blind rivets or with
sheet metal screws provided. To install:
1. Remove wood shipping block at top of bar and discard.
2. Slide bar can be reversed to permit installation on either right or left
side of file. Normally supplied for right side installation. To reverse,
simply bend small red tab inward at bottom, slide inner bar out and
reinstall from other end. Bend small tab out again.
3. Drill upper screw hole (3/32” drill bit) 2‐3/8” down and 1/4” over
from upper drawer opening. (Large red hook is at top).
4. Insert and set screw to hold bar in place.
5. Use hinge as locators for other holes.
6. Drive screws home while keeping hinges firmly in place against file.

Specifications
Constructed of heavy 16 gauge formed steel. The inner steel bar is finished in
red to easily indicate locked or unlocked position. Both inner and outer bar
are finished in power coat acrylic enamel. All hinges are locking lugs of 16
gauge steel. #6 x 3/8” truss Phillips head self‐tapping screws supplied.

Ordering
Catalog Number Length in Inches Number of Drawers
FCL‐2
21‐1/2”
2
FCL‐3
33‐1/2”
3
FCL‐4
45”
4
FCL‐5
56”
5
Call your representative to request a quote for special length Multi‐lock bars.
Red inner slide bar interlocks with the
specially designed locking lug hinge at
each drawer opening.
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